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The Chair’s Corner
by Joseph C. Basta

Spring brings new life to the northern hemisphere and new 
projects to the ADR Section. Here are three of the most 

noteworthy:

First, our Judicial Action Team (JAT), headed by former circuit 
judge Bill Caprathe, has begun an initiative to develop a statewide 
mediator roster. Many mediators find the current system for getting 

onto the rosters of the various circuit courts--which requires submitting separate applications 
and proof of up-to-date mediator education to each court--unnecessarily time-consuming and 
duplicative. Bill’s team, working with Doug VanEpps of the Office of Dispute Resolution of 
SCAO and former judge Milton Mack, current SCAO head, has proposed, and the Section 
Council approved at its May meeting, a resolution that Michigan adopt a statewide mediator 
roster to replace the current system. You will find the resolution at page 17 of this Quarterly.  
A statewide roster would enable mediators to submit one application and set of credentials that 
would satisfy all circuits in which a mediator would like to be listed. The resolution is a first step 
in persuading the Michigan Supreme Court, judges associations, and bar associations to adopt 
this important process for streamlining and simplifying our work and that of the courts. Funding 
and implementation will be among the challenges for which we solicit your input.

Second, JAT has also undertaken to study and broaden use of mediation in the probate courts. 
Team member and retired probate judge John Hohman, also former head of SCAO, in January 
surveyed probate judges on their use of mediation.  Survey results indicate increased interest in 
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mediation among probate judges but spotty use thus far. JAT has prepared educational materials on mediation in the probate courts 
for the use of bench and bar. The next step is for you, our members, to spread the word among local bar associations to push for wider 
use of mediation as a speedy, cost-effective, and confidential mechanism for resolving the important family disputes that populate the 
dockets of our probate courts.

Finally, our Membership Action Team, headed by Erin Hopper and working with Samantha Meinke of SBM, has assembled a 
Facebook page and Twitter account for our members and for the public. The URL’s are Social media are becoming an important tool 
for communicating the benefits of ADR processes to the public and for fostering dialogue among members of the ADR community. 
They join SBM Connect in this regard. Please jump in and post your comments on these important platforms. We also are looking for 
tech-savvy and interested members to help us administer our web site and social media. Please consider joining our social media efforts. 
The Facebook link is https://www.facebook.com/sbmadrsection/ . The Twitter link is  https://twitter.com/SBM_ADR .

These are only some of the exciting things underway in our Action Teams. I urge you to contact our Action Team chairs to become 
involved. Enjoy the summer months! 

Family Law Arbitration: 
Successful Strategies & Tactics

by James J. Harrington, III
Harrington Law, PLC

Overview

Divorce arbitration is the “Super Bowl” for divorce clients: the process is an “all or nothing” and “winner 
take all”– “there is no tomorrow.” Divorce arbitration is governed by the Domestic Relations Arbitration 

Act (“DRAA”)1 and is well worth reading in detail before agreeing to submit a divorce action to binding arbitration.

 Practitioners who view Divorce Arbitration as an “informal Binding Mediation” are in for a rude surprise when their dissatisfied 
clients pursue collection of their professional negligence claims against the individual and business assets of the attorney because their 
lawyer did not understand either the process or the procedure.

 The decision to permit a single attorney [without benefit of appeal] to decide all or major issues in a divorce case should never 
be the product of (a) fear of the trial court or opposing counsel; (b) fear of inadequate or incomplete discovery; (c) or, as an attempt to 
delay the inevitable.

 Careful and prudent risk assessment and process analysis must precede entry into binding arbitration. Proactive strategies and tactics 
can maximize the prospects for client success in this form of ADR. 

 The process analysis must include the strict statutory time deadlines for the arbitration proceeding. Under §5078, a Motion for 
Errors and Omissions must be filed within fourteen (14) days of the arbitrator’s decision. Similarly, §5079 mandates filing a Motion to 
Settle The Judgment 2 within twenty-one (21) days from entry of the award. §5081 of the DRAA mandates the filing of a Motion to 
Vacate or Modify an Arbitration Award within twenty-one (21) days from the decision.

 One or more the following “Strategies & Tactics” may constitute a Killer Tip3 and assist with your successful arbitration under the 
DRAA.

#1. Review Section §5071 & §5072 of the DRAA and the (proposed) Order for Arbitration  
and Arbitration Agreement with Your Client before agreeing to Arbitration.

 A client is entitled to informed consent throughout the divorce process and particularly in domestic relations arbitration. A 
prerequisite to binding arbitration is execution of an Arbitration Agreement, and entry of an Order for Arbitration.

 Prudent practice suggests that the Arbitration Agreement be reviewed by and with client well in advance of the hearing. Do not risk 
an allegation that “the attorney forced me to sign it and I didn’t have the chance to review it.”
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 There is no “one size fits all” form for an Arbitration Agreement. Pay particular attention to an Arbitration Agreement drafted by 
the other party, rather than the Arbitrator.

#2. The Arbitration Agreement is NOT “boiler plate” — Restrictions in the Powers of the Arbitrator  
Are Critical to Protecting Clients Best Interests.

 Even experienced practitioners can fall prey to simply “signing off” on the Arbitration Agreement, particularly if tendered on the 
day of the Arbitration. Deadly traps can arise out of uncertainty or ambiguity in the following areas:

• DOES the arbitrator have the same powers as the trial court under Michigan law?

•  Some arbitrators view their powers as greater than the trial court. Prudence and common sense command limiting the arbitrator 
powers to the same as your trial judge.4

• DOES the arbitrator have the power to insert a Staple v Staple5 alimony award in the absence of consent of the parties?

•  DOES the arbitrator have the power to make a binding ruling upon future child support or spousal support, even though the future 
facts and circumstances are unknown at the time of the arbitration?

•  DOES the arbitrator have the power to award spousal support based on a “percentage of income” when courts uniformly order 
spousal support on a specific dollar amount per month?

•  DOES the arbitrator have the “power to determine language disputes” in the Judgment of Divorce implementing the arbitration 
award? What are the limits on the arbitrators reservation of this unspecified power? At what point does exercise of this power change 
the scope and rulings of the arbitrator?

 Attorneys are well advised to think through these issues, their implications and consequences, before execution of the arbitration 
agreement.

#3. Thoroughly “vet” the Arbitrator prior to entry into Arbitration.

 True enough, arbitrators are neutrals, and sworn to decide the case upon the law and facts before them. However, arbitrators have 
their own unique and individual philosophy regarding spousal support, child support deviations, custody & parenting time, “fault,” 
business valuation issues, “double dip” and the host of other issues commonly arbitrated.

 The single best way to check out an arbitrator is to speak directly with respected attorneys regarding an arbitrator or review the 
published record of the arbitrator. Some pertinent inquiries might be:

•  How far down the road is the arbitrator scheduling arbitrations? If it takes months to get on the arbitration schedule, how much 
further down the road will an adjournment push the case?

• How flexible is the arbitrator with scheduling and adjournments?

• Will the arbitrator work past 5:00 p.m. if the case calls for it?

•  What is the underlying philosophy of the arbitrator? Has the arbitrator been published in the Family Law Journal or the State Bar of 
Michigan Journal regarding arbitration or significant family law issues?

•  What is the underlying philosophy of the arbitrator? Was the arbitrator the lead counsel or trial counsel in a significant case involving 
similar issues in your dispute?

#4. Schedule An Early Pretrial to Narrow Issues and Focus for Arbitration.

 Attorneys should always be cautious of the hidden ball trick from opposing counsel trying to expand (or significantly narrow) the 
jurisdiction of the arbitrator and scope of the hearing—usually disclosed for the first time in the opposition arbitration statement.

 Not only does an early pretrial, in compliance with MCL 600.5076, provide an opportunity to educate the arbitrator regarding the 
disputes in the case, but also to avoid “gotchas” by the other side.
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 Think through your goals and objectives in advance of this conference. Express your procedural concerns to the arbitrator during 
the pretrial. Follow up with a confirming “letter of understanding” or even a “pre trial Order” memorializing any significant rulings 
made by the arbitrator in the conference.

#5. A Miller v Miller “separate room” Arbitration can be a double-edged sword.

 Before agreeing to a “separate room” arbitration in accord with Miller v Miller6 consider the advantages or disadvantages of this 
format.

 If you represent a party who is the victim of an unequal balance of power in the marriage relationship, separate rooms may afford 
your client the courage and confidence to openly testify to the arbitrator without the intimidation and anxiety associated with in- room 
testimony.
 Conversely, where there are major credibility issues, and claims of fraud or dissipation of assets, never gratuitously yield the 
opportunity for in-person cross examination.

 Attorneys should never opt for a Miller v Miller format because it is “easier” on the attorney, who may not be fully prepared for 
thorough and probing cross-examination.

#6.  To Order or not To Order a Transcript.

 Many attorneys act as if they have a right to have a transcript of the arbitration, irrespective of the issues. Wrong.

 If child related issues are involved in an arbitration, then a transcript is mandated by §5077(2). What if non custody/parenting/
child support issues are involved?

 Section 5077(1) is explicit: “a record shall not be made of the arbitration proceeding. The other party’s insistence upon a transcript 
“to assist with proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law” may be part of a larger ploy to foist the testimony upon a reviewing 
court.
Sound practice suggests refusing to stipulate to a transcript regarding non-child related issues. If opposing counsel wants to tape record 
the proceedings, then insist upon a ruling by the arbitrator that this recording cannot be used in future proceedings.

 If necessary to protect your client, bring the matter before the trial court. The statute is clear.

#7. Do not routinely waive closing argument.

 Submission of written closing argument, in contrast with oral argument at the conclusion of the arbitration hearing is a case-by-case 
decision. In all probability, opposing counsel is not prepared for oral argument of the case, which provides you with a tactical advantage 
if you proceed with closing argument. This can be particularly advantageous if you are prepared and opposing counsel is not.

 However, submission of written closing argument, perhaps in conjunction with Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
can provide a vital one-two punch maximizing your prospects for prevailing.

#8. Prepare Carefully Crafted “Proposed Findings of 
Fact” & “Conclusions of Law”

 The skilled arbitration attorney should endeavor to actually write the opinion for the arbitrator.7 This can be accomplished by a 
building block approach in which the legal issues are laid out, in A to B fashion.

 The testimony and evidence is then cited which supports factual findings and the ultimate application to the legal issues. Testimony 
and evidence at issue with the proposed Findings can be distinguished and neutralized—but it should be acknowledged.

 Your author is a strong proponent of “Summaries” whether it be a Summary of an Answer, a Summary of a Motion, or in an 
Arbitration a Summary of the Proposed Findings. You want the arbitrator to see where you are going, and not have to write twenty or 
thirty pages or attach hundreds of pages of exhibits to get there.

 In an ideal world, your Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law are well under way prior to calling your first witness at 
the arbitration hearing.
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#9. Strategize your §5078 “Errors & Omissions” and §5081 “Motion To Vacate Arbitration Award”  
in anticipation of the Court of Appeals.

 In the unfortunate event of an unsuccessful arbitration award, all is not lost. Both the Errors and Omissions procedure and Motion 
To Vacate are critical steps in triggering appellate intervention.

 Grounds not raised with the arbitrator or the trial court will not trigger appellate intervention if brought up for the first time in the 
appeal brief.

 Few trial attorneys engage in appellate practice. Encourage client to authorize an appellate specialist to weigh in, and join your team, at 
both the §5078 and §5081 stages.

 Also bear in mind that many trial courts have a subtle (or not so subtle) antagonism toward DRAA arbitration. Not all judges favor 
arbitration.

 Some may feel it is a challenge to their authority and jurisdiction. Others may feel that an attorney’s choice of arbitration negatively 
reflects upon the integrity or wisdom of the trial court. The bottom line is that an adverse arbitration decision may find a favorable ear 
in the trial court.

Conclusion

 An arbitration pursuant to the DRAA is not “binding mediation.” It is not for the inexperienced attorney or a substitute for failure 
of due diligence by the family law lawyer.

 In the appropriate circumstances, with the right client and the right issues and the right arbitrator, domestic relations arbitration can 
be substantially more rewarding than a full trial in front of a judge, subject to the strict application of the Rules of Evidence, with the 
certainty of an appeal no matter who prevails.

 Last but not least, experience dictates8 this final “Bonus Tip.” Judges and referees (and arbitrators) are people too. 
They are not immune to the toxicity associated with high conflict family law cases.

 Judges and referees (and arbitrators) have a family, or friends, hobbies, and/or activities outside the four corners of the hearing room 
and after testimony concludes. Accordingly:

• Control yourself in the arbitration hearing;
• Control your client in the arbitration hearing;
• Try (very hard) to control your interchange with opposing counsel or their client; and,
• Never, ever (not once) personally attack the arbitrator9 who is going to decide your case.

The object of family law litigators should be to conduct an arbitration with serious thought, proactive planning, and a thorough 
presentation of the facts and law governing their client’s case. Embracing the concepts set forth above increases the probability of a 
successful arbitration and a loyal client. 

About the Author
James J. Harrington, III of the Law Offices of James J. Harrington III, PLC in Novi, Michigan. A fellow in the American Academy of 
Matrimonial Lawyers, he has been named a Super Lawyer, and has presented, lectured, or moderated for the Institute of Continuing Legal 
Education on scores of occasions in the last several years.

Endnotes
1   The DRAA is a compact statute, containing twelve sections; MCL 600.5070 to MCL 600.5082. The DRAA absolutely 

controls process and procedure in the divorce arbitration.

2  This Motion is frequently, and more appropriately described, as a “Motion To Confirm Arbitration Award.”

3   Blaine B. Johnson, Jr., Jackson, MI was a mentor to countless Michigan attorneys including the undersigned. His passionate reference 
to “killer cases” and “killer tips” are fresh in the memory of family law advocates.

4  §5081(3) of the DRAA provides that the fact that the “relief ” granted by the arbitrator exceeds the relief that could be granted by a 
court of law or equity is not grounds to set aside an arbitration award. Query: does this conflict with §5081(c) permit setting aside an 
arbitration award on the ground that “the arbitrator exceeded his or her powers.”

5 Staple v Staple provides for a knowing waiver of the statutory right to petition the Court for modification of spousal support.
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6 Miller v Miller, 474 Mich 27; 707 NW2d 341 (2005), affirmed the use of “separate rooms” in an arbitration hearing.
7  Enclosing a flash drive with a Word/Word Perfect draft of your Proposed Findings makes it very, very easy for the arbitrator to 

start cutting and pasting from your submission, and incorporating it into the actual arbitration award. In one successful arbitration, 
my arbitrator cut and pasted twenty-six of my thirty pages of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.

8    It wasn’t until my experience as an arbitrator in several high conflict, contentious, toxic cases that I realized how much trial courts and 
referees absolutely hate the nit-picking, sniping, accusing, and inflammatory conduct of an evidentiary hearing. Arbitrators react the 
same way.

9  This caveat includes not personally attacking the arbitrator in the Errors & Omissions or Motion To Vacate; for all you know,  
the arbitrator and judge may have a close professional or personal relationship.

Mediators and Arbitrators:  
A Stark Contrast

by Sheldon J. Stark
Mediator and Arbitrator

Many ADR providers offer both Mediation and Arbitration services, but are the skill sets 
they offer in each different?  If so, how?  I spoke on the topic of mediation recently to the 

National Academy of Arbitrators, Michigan Region whose members are some of the best and 
most respected arbitrators in practice. As I prepared my remarks, I started thinking about these 
questions in a way that had not previously occurred to me.  In my view, the contrast is “Stark.”

                       Evidence vs. Stories
 
 Arbitrators listen to evidence.  They rule on objections and consider only evidence admitted into the record.  They weigh record 
evidence and draw conclusions from it.  They evaluate.  They have pre-conceived opinions and generally make no secret of them.  They 
filter the evidence through their pre-conceived opinions.  They do or do not like last chance agreements, for example.  They do or do 
not respect zero tolerance policies.  They do or do not believe discharge should be used only as a last resort.  Arbitrators know how 
to make decisions, and they make decisions every day.  They explain their decisions in reasoned awards, which they “publish” to the 
parties. 

 Mediators, by contrast, listen to stories not evidence.  “Evidence” matters only to the degree there is risk that evidence will or will 
not be discovered, will or will not be admitted, will or will not be persuasive to a finder of fact.  Mediators have pre-conceived opinions, 
too, but their opinions are used to ask pointed questions about risk.  Mediators generally keep their opinions to themselves.  Mediators 
may or may not be asked to evaluate the claims and defenses of the parties, but doing so threatens loss of credibility and trust.  If 
Mediators have reached conclusions about the likely outcome of the case – how they might rule if they were the decision maker – they 
are kept under wraps to avoid complaints of bias, loss of neutrality and favoritism.    

Boundaries

 The Collective Bargaining Agreement, executive contract or agreement to arbitrate generally governs the authority of an arbitrator.  
Arbitrators cannot go outside the four corners of that agreement.  They are often bound by legal precedent and rules of evidence.  Only 
in special cases, such as contract interpretation, do arbitrators consider how the outcome will impact the relationship of the parties.  

 There are few limits on the boundaries of a mediation process.  The parties can agree to design whatever process they believe best 
fits the dispute.  Mediation considers monetary issues, of course, but may or may not pay attention to legal precedent.  The law is 
generally viewed as simply one more risk factor to consider.  Mediation may take into consideration issues of public policy and broader 
social issues.  Mediators frequently consider the relationship of the parties, both personal and business.  If the parties have an ongoing 
relationship, the mediation process may help to re-establish or create new channels of communication.  When was the last time an 
arbitrator considered that concept?  A crumbling or tattered relationship between the disputants may be a crucial issue and mediation is 
an excellent vehicle to begin the process of relationship repair.  Significantly, mediators come to grips with party emotions!  If emotions 
are driving the dispute, a mediator ignores them at his peril.
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Relief Available

 Arbitrators are confined to relief within a narrow framework: back pay, reinstatement, severance, contract interpretation, damages, 
attorney fees, etc., the kinds of relief available to a judge.

 Mediators can resolve all issues between the parties, including those anticipated to arise in the future.  

Win/Loss vs. WIN/WIN

 Arbitration is about who wins and who loses.  

 Mediation – especially interest based mediation – can result in WIN/WIN resolution.  When I started in practice, we liked to quote 
Sir Winston Churchill for the proposition that the best settlements were those from which both sides walk away equally unhappy.  
Since Fisher and Ury published “Getting to Yes,” we’ve learned to resolve disputes by focusing on the underlying needs and interests of 
the parties, something the parties are often unable to do for themselves without the help of a third party neutral mediator.   

Communication

 Arbitrators, like judges, do not and cannot engage in ex parte communication with a party or lawyer.  The arbitration proceeds in 
joint session with all parties present, observing each other, hearing each other and their witnesses testify on direct and cross examination 
and listening to the arbitrator rule on objections.  The parties are not permitted to tell their stories; they are permitted only to answer 
questions.  Direct communication is forbidden.  All comments are directed to and through the arbitrator.

 In mediation, confidential “eyes only” and “ears only” communication is an essential element of the process.  Mediation process 
design may include joint sessions, private sessions where the parties are together solely to hear the mediator’s opening statement, or 
some combination of both.   In a mediation designed with private caucuses and shuttle diplomacy most, if not all, communication is  
ex parte. Where the process includes joint sessions, parties are encouraged to address one another.  On occasion, the mediator might 
bring the principals of each party together separately to hammer out a final agreement face-to-face.   

Conclusion

 Mediation and arbitration are two distinctly different processes.  The skills necessary for a mediator to be successful are often very 
different from the skills necessary for an arbitrator to be successful.  Yes, there is overlap, but at the end of the day, the skill sets are 
almost mirror opposites.  While the distinction between skills sets is “stark,” good ADR providers are able to successfully distinguish 
between them and offer both services effectively to their clients.  Keeping straight which works best in which category will assist in 
assuring a quality process no matter which conflict resolution approach the parties select. 

This article was previously published in Labor and Employment Lawnotes.

About the Author
Sheldon J. Stark offers mediation and arbitration services. He is a member of the National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals, Professional 
Resolution Experts of Michigan (PREMi) and an Employment Law Panelist for the American Arbitration Association. He was inducted into 
the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers as a neutral in 2015.  He is Chair Elect of the council of the ADR Section of the State Bar and 
chairs the Skills Action Team. Mr. Stark was a distinguished visiting professor at the University of Detroit Mercy School of Law from August 
2010 through May 2012, when he stepped down to focus on his ADR practice. Previously, he was employed by ICLE as Education Director 
and Special Projects Director.  He received the Michael Franck Award from the Representative Assembly of the State Bar and the Distinguished 
Service Award from the Labor and Employment Law Section of the State Bar.  
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Turf War:  Arbitration v. NLRB
by Joseph A. Barker

The use of arbitration and mediation processes in lieu of litigation has been all the rage in recent years.   
However, the trend has not gone without challenge by the National Labor Relations Board in a couple 

related contexts; deferral to grievance/arbitration procedures under collective bargaining agreements and 
mandatory arbitration agreements with employees.   In the first situation, the Board is expanding its role in 
resolving issues of employment discrimination under 8(a)(3) and (1) of the Act.  In the second, the Board is 

attacking arbitration policies that inhibit the filing of unfair labor practices with the NLRB by individual employees or that limit group 
efforts seeking relief in court, arbitration, or other administrative agencies.   The result in both situations is an expansion in the number 
of decisions by the Board finding unfair labor practices under the Act despite efforts by employers to steer employment disputes to 
arbitration.

Grievance/Arbitration Processes

 Mandatory grievance and arbitration procedures under a collective bargaining agreement with a duly recognized labor organization 
used to provide a reliable alternative for resolving employment disputes between employers and employees without allowing 
resolution by the NLRB under the previously broad deferral standards of Collyer Insulated Wire, 192 NLRB 837 (1971), and United 
Technologies Corp., 268 NLRB 557 (1984). The informal benefits of the grievance/arbitration process were certainly more attractive 
for an employer than the potentially more time-consuming and demanding administrative process of the NLRB.  There too was 
the better chance for less burdensome remedies through the grievance/arbitration procedure even if an employer was found to have 
discriminated against an employee.  An arbitrator might, for instance, find an employer had unlawfully discharged an employee for 
union activity, but could “split the baby” and order reinstatement without backpay, or visa-versa.  Such a remedy would have been less 
than provided in an administrative adjudication by the NLRB in finding a violation under 8(a)(3) and (1), which would have also 
included a notice posting requirement along other remedial devices.  

 Nonetheless, the NLRB was previously reluctant to disturb a grievance settlement or arbitration award that provided a less than full 
remedy under the Board’s processes, placing the burden on the party opposing deferral to an arbitral award to show that the proceedings 
were not fair and regular, the unfair labor practice issue was not generally presented to the arbitrator, or the award was clearly repugnant 
to the Act.  Spielberg Manufacturing Co., 112 NLRB 1080 (1955); Olin Corp., 268 NLRB 573 (1984).  In practice, that was a heavy 
burden to carry even if the arbitration award consisted of only a one-line decision with no underlying record, Anderson Sand & Gravel 
Co., 277 NLRB 1204 (1985), or may have provided reinstatement in finding a violation of the grievant’s 8(a)(3) rights, but awarded no 
backpay. Shands Jacksonville Medical Center, 359 NLRB No. 104 (2013); Aramark Services, 344 NLRB 549 (2005).

 However, the advantages in using the grievance/arbitration procedure in lieu of the Board’s processes in 8(a)(3) and (1) cases has 
been significantly restricted by the recent decision in Babcock & Wilcox Construction Co., 361 NLRB No. 132 (2014).  Those changes 
have been described by NLRB Field Attorney Rana Roumayah in two fine contributions to Lawnotes in the Winter 2015 edition 
(“Deferral and the Role of the Arbitrator”) http://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-
9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/winter2015.pdf and Spring 2015 (“Deferral: A Change Is Upon Us”) https://
higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/
spring2015.pdf   and won’t be recounted in detail here.  Suffice to say, the Board is more closely reviewing post-arbitral decisions and 
grievance settlements by shifting the burden to the party requesting deferral to establish that: (1) the arbitrator was explicitly authorized 
to decide the unfair labor practice issue; (2) the arbitrator was presented with and considered the statutory issue, or was prevented 
from doing so by the party opposing deferral; and (3) Board law reasonably permits the award.  The last factor is a significantly stiffer 
requirement than the prior rather deferential “clearly repugnant” test under Spielberg.

Prearbitral Deferral

 One aspect of the Babcock decision not specifically addressed in the prior Lawnotes articles is its prearbitral implications.  The 
Babcock Board determined that modifications to the standard for reviewing post-arbitral awards necessitated a change in the criteria for 
administratively placing a Section 8(a)(1) or (3) charge in deferral pending the outcome of the arbitral process.  Accordingly, the Board 
will no longer defer cases to the grievance/arbitral process pursuant to Collyer unless the arbitrator is explicitly authorized to decide the 
statutory issue either in the collective-bargaining agreement or by agreement of the parties in a particular case.  This is because it would 
be futile to place a case on hold pending arbitration if it is clear from the outset that deferral to that ultimate award would be improper.  
For more detail, see General Counsel’s Memorandum 15-02, dated February 10, 2015, “Guideline Memorandum Concerning Deferral to 
Arbitral Awards, the Arbitral Process, and Grievance Settlements in Section 8(a)(1) and (3) Cases.”

http://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/winter2015.pdf
http://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/winter2015.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/spring2015.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/spring2015.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/186c8f91-1162-4d30-9e4a-e10a92bbb606/UploadedImages/pdfs/newsletter/spring2015.pdf
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 Even though the impact of the Babcock case on prearbitral deferral is not retroactive, the Board has already reined in the deferral of 
8(a)(3) allegations to the grievance/arbitration process in other situations where it believes hostility to the grievance process exists.  In 
St. Francis Regional Medical Center, 363 NLRB No. 69 (2015), the Board found the termination of two employees was not eminently 
well suited to arbitration even under the existing Collyer standard.   Because the 8(a)(3) allegation involved the alleged discipline and 
discharge of a union steward and her unit member for activity related to the processing of the member’s grievance, the Board found 
that the totality of the facts showed a sufficient degree of hostility toward the exercise of Section 7 rights sufficiently severe as to make 
deferral inappropriate.  

Restricting Individual Employee Access to the Board

 The first of the cases dealing with the validity of a mandatory arbitration agreement is now a decade old, but serves as the harbinger 
of where the Board was heading on the issue.  In UHaul Co. of California, 347 NLRB 375, 377–378 (2006), enfd. 255 Fed. Appx. 527 
(D.C. Cir. 2007), the Board found that maintaining a mandatory arbitration policy as a condition of employment was unlawful under 
8(a)(1) and (4).  The broadly stated policy covered “all disputes relating to or arising out of an employee’s employment,” including 
“claims for wrongful termination” and “employment discrimination.”  The policy referred to specific statutes to which access was being 
waived, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act and Title VII, but the NLRA was not specifically referred to.  However, the coverage 
of mandatory arbitration also extended to “any other legal or equitable claims and causes of action recognized by local, state, or federal 
law or regulations.” 

 Based on this language, the Board found the policy would reasonably tend to inhibit employees from filing charges with the NLRB, 
even though there was no evidence that rule had been applied to invoking Board processes and there was no evidence that it was 
intended to apply to such activity.  To find a violation, the Board relied upon Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB 646 (2004), 
which sets forth the analysis for allegedly overly broad or ambiguous work rules and policies.   The Board rejected the contention that 
the employer’s announcement to employees that the arbitration process was limited to disputes, claims, or controversies in a “court of 
law” made it clear that the policy did not extend to the filing of charges with the Board, which involves administrative proceedings.  The 
Board doubted that nonlawyer employees would understand such a distinction.  

 Likewise, in 2 Sisters Food Group, 357 NLRB No. 168 (2011), an employer policy requiring employees to submit “all 
[employment] disputes and claims” to binding arbitration was found unlawful.  Again, the policy did not explicitly restrict access to 
the Board, but neither did it specifically exclude NLRB proceedings.  A variation of the defense raised by the employer in U-Haul was 
rejected.  Thus, the Board found that language limiting the policy to claims “that may be lawfully resolve[d] by arbitration” failed to 
establish that employees would reasonably understand the policy did not prohibit the filing of charges with the Board.  

 But even if the policy specifically exempts the NLRB from coverage, an employer will run into problems if it doesn’t also include 
such an exemption in all accompanying documents.  In Amex Card Services Co., 363 NLRB No. 40 (2015), the policy reiterated that 
the NLRA was not covered, and that the policy “does not preclude an individual from filing a claim or a charge with a governmental 
administrative agency . . . such as the National Labor Relations Board.”   However, the “New Hire Employment Arbitration 
Policy Acknowledgement Form” that had to be signed by employees as a condition of employment contained no such exceptions.   
Consequently, the Board found that when the policy and the form were read together, it was ambiguous whether employees retained 
the right to file a charge with the Board or to access its processes.   As Lafayette Park Hotel, 326 NLRB 824, 828 (1998), enfd. 203 F.3d 
52 (D.C. Cir. 1999), instructs, “any ambiguity in the rule must be construed against the Respondent as the promulgator of the rule.”  
See also PJ Cheese, Inc., 362 NLRB No. 177 (2015). 

 Simply because an arbitration policy has been in existence for some time won’t shelter it from attack.   Arguments that a complaint 
by the NLRB is time barred by Section 10(b) of the Act because the initial unfair labor practice charge was filed and served more than 
six months after an employee has signed and became subject to the policy have been rejected.   This will be the case where the employer 
continues to maintain the unlawful policy during the 6-month period preceding the filing of the initial charge.  The Board has held 
under these circumstances that maintenance of an unlawful workplace rule, such as a mandatory arbitration agreement, constitutes a 
continuing violation that is not time-barred by Section 10(b).  Neiman Marcus Group, 362 NLRB No. 157 (2015); Cellular Sales of 
Missouri, LLC, 362 NLRB No. 27 (2015).

Prohibiting Group or Class Action Claims

 This leads to the plethora of recent Board cases dealing with mandatory arbitration agreements which may allow for individual 
access to Board processes, but prohibit group or class action in arbitration or lawsuits in a court of law that may have nothing to do with 
the filing of unfair labor practices with the Board.  

http://apps.nlrb.gov/link/document.aspx/09031d4581d81543
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 The seminal case is D.R. Horton, Inc., 357 NLRB No. 184 (2011), enf. denied in relevant part 737 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2013), 
which involved a dispute under the Fair Labor Standards Act.  The Board found that requiring employees to sign mandatory arbitration 
agreements that prevent them from joining together to pursue employment-related legal claims in any forum, whether in arbitration 
or in court, violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act.  Under the agreement, employees were required to waive their right to a judicial forum 
and agreed to bring all claims to an arbitrator on an individual basis.  It further prohibited an arbitrator from consolidating claims, 
fashioning class or collective action, or awarding relief to a group of employees.  

 By prohibiting class action claims, the Board found that the employer had violated the right of employees to engage in protected 
concerted activity.  “Just as the substantive right to engage in concerted activity aimed at improving wages, hours or working conditions 
through litigation or arbitration lies at the core of the rights protected by Section 7, the prohibition of individual agreements imposed 
on employees as a means of requiring that they waive their right to engage in protected, concerted activity lies at the core of the 
prohibitions contained in Section 8.”  Slip op. at 5.

 In the Board’s opinion, employees are both more likely to assert their legal rights and also more likely to do so effectively if they can 
do so collectively.  “Employees surely understand what several federal courts have recognized: that named plaintiffs run a greater risk 
of suffering unlawful retaliation than unnamed class members….This risk of retaliation is virtually unique to employment litigation 
compared, for example, to securities or consumer fraud litigation.  Thus, in a quite literal sense, named-employee-plaintiffs protect the 
unnamed class members.”  Slip op. at 3, fn. 5. 

 The Board rejected the argument that finding unlawful a restriction on class or collective actions under the NLRA would conflict 
with the Federal Arbitration Act.  Instead, it determined that its conclusion was consistent with the well-established interpretation of the 
NLRA and with core principles of Federal labor policy, did not conflict with the letter or interfere with the policies underlying the FAA 
and, even if it did, that the finding represented an appropriate accommodation of the policies underlying the two statutes.  See also, 
Chesapeake Energy Corp., 362 NLRB No. 80 (2015).

 The Board attempted to blunt the argument that its decision amounted to a wide-scale attack upon all employment-related 
arbitration agreements by saying that only those agreements that could be reasonably read to bar protected, concerted activity are 
vulnerable.  For example, an agreement unambiguously requiring arbitration of any individual employment-related claims, but not 
precluding a judicial forum for class or collective claims, would not violate Section 7, because it would not bar concerted activity.

 That does mean though that such an agreement must allow for class actions in a court of law.  Maintenance and enforcement of 
an arbitration policy that forecloses access to the court and that requires employees to individually arbitrate employment-related claims 
is not rendered lawful per the logic of D. R. Horton simply because the policy permits employees to file claims with administrative 
agencies, including the NLRB, which may then choose to pursue a judicial remedy on behalf of employees as a group.  As the Board 
explained in SolarCity Corp., 363 NLRB No. 83 (2015), which involved a state wage and hour dispute, access to administrative agencies 
is not the equivalent of access to a judicial forum where employees themselves may seek to litigate their claims on a joint, class, or 
collective basis.  

Opt-Out and Opt-In Provisions

 A mandatory arbitration policy that includes an opt-out provision will nonetheless be found to be involuntary and still fall within 
the proscriptions of D. R. Horton.  In the Board’s view, an opt-out procedure still imposes an unlawful mandatory condition of 
employment that falls squarely within the rule of D. R. Horton. See Pama Management, 363 NLRB No. 38 (2015).  In On Assignment 
Staffing Services, 362 NLRB No. 189 (2015), the Board held that even assuming an opt-out provision renders an arbitration policy 
not a condition of employment (or non-mandatory), an arbitration policy precluding collective action in all forums is unlawful even if 
entered into voluntarily because it requires employees to prospectively waive their Section 7 right to engage in concerted activity.   As 
held by the Board in Bristol Farms, 363 NLRB No. 45 (2015), “agreements in which individual employees purport to give up the 
statutory right to act concertedly for their mutual aid or protection are void.”

 Contrary to the Respondent and their dissenting colleague, the Board majority in On Assignment also found no merit in the 
contention that the opt-out provision was necessary to safeguard employees’ Section 7 right to “refrain from” engaging in protected 
concerted activity.  

 Likewise, even a dispute resolution agreement that offered to each employee the option to either accept its terms of mandatory 
arbitration for any employment claims or disputes by clicking an “I Agree” button at the end of the online form, or decline its terms by 
exiting the program, was found violative under the logic of Bristol Farms because it still amounted to an attempt to require employees 
to give up a prospective Section 7 right.  Ross Stores, Inc., 363 NLRB No. 79 (2015).  The Board rejected the assertion that the legality 
of a class-waiver agreement is even more self-evident when the agreement contains an opt-in rather than an opt-out provision, based 
on every employee’s 9(a) right to present and adjust grievances on an “individual” basis and each employee’s Section 7 right to “refrain 
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from” engaging in protected concerted activities.

Conclusion

 The Board recently reaffirmed D.R. Horton in Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 361 NLRB No. 72 (2015) enf. denied in relevant part No. 
14-60800, 2015 WL 6457613, __ F.3d __ (5th Cir., 2015).  Although the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals has denied enforcement of 
both Board decisions, and despite consistent dissents from other Board members, the Board majority continues to adhere to its position 
regarding mandatory arbitration agreements that attempt to restrict class actions, as too NLRB administrative law judges are required 
to do.   Until there is either a U.S. Supreme Court decision to the contrary, or unanimous agreement among the Circuits denying 
enforcement in similar Board cases, the current plethora of decisions finding violations will continue.
This article was previously published in Labor and Employment Lawnotes. 

About the Author   
Joseph A. Barker is the former Regional Director for the National Labor Relations Board in Chicago (R-13), now retired.  Prior 
to that he served as Regional Attorney in the Detroit Regional Office (R-7).  When not fly fishing, he is a frequent contributor to 
Lawnotes, the quarterly publication of the Labor & Employment Law Section. The views expressed are those of the author and not 
those of the NLRB or its General Counsel.
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Arbitrators Don’t Live Forever
by Sheldon G. Larky

Having been a mediator and arbitrator for nearly 30 of my 46 years as an attorney, I’ve come to love being an 
alternative dispute resolution provider. I’ve met some outstanding and brilliant attorneys. I’ve participated in 

somewhere between 3,000 and 4,000 cases involving alternative dispute resolution (ADR). Along the way, I’ve 
learned more from litigants than I could ever expect. It is a wonderful journey; one I look forward to continuing 
for many years to come. It truly has been a career in which I can’t wait to wake up every morning to provide my 
ADR services.

 A recent Michigan Court of Appeals, however, points out a reality which could affect cases in which I and others are arbitrators. 
That reality is: Sometimes arbitrators die or become disabled before issuing an award. The case is Zelasko v Zelasko.1

Here are the pertinent facts.

 The matter was a divorce case emanating in the Family Division of the Oakland County Circuit Court. The parties went through 
arbitration with arbitrator John Mills. During the arbitration, the arbitrator issued seven interim awards. All the interim awards
were confirmed by the trial court.
 On June 11, 2014, the arbitrator held a supplemental evidentiary hearing regarding parenting time, custody, and child support. At 
the end of the hearing, the arbitrator said he would issue an award in July. Sadly, the arbitrator died before issuing the award. The
arbitration agreement did not call for selection of a successor arbitrator.

 After the arbitrator died, the husband moved to vacate all the interim awards, and stated if the parties could not agree upon a new 
arbitrator that the court should appoint a new arbitrator. The wife said since the interim awards were confirmed, they could not be 
vacated. She further argued that the court had no right to select a new arbitrator.

 The trial court did not vacate the interim awards, but it appointed a new arbitrator.

 On appeal, a per curiam Court of Appeals agreed the interim awards stood and could not be vacated because they were confirmed. 
The appellate court further ruled the trial court had no power to appoint a new arbitrator because there was nothing in the parties’
arbitration agreement concerning appointment of a successor arbitrator. The court commented the remaining issues by statute were 
ultimately within the decision making power of the trial court even though an arbitrator could rule on parenting time, custody, and
child support, but be subject to review by a trial judge.

Here is what can be garnered from the appellate decision.

1. When interim arbitration awards are issued in any type of case, counsel should move to confirm them.

http://mynlrb.nlrb.gov/link/document.aspx/09031d4581946246
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2. Once interim arbitration awards are confirmed, a trial judge cannot vacate them because the arbitrator died.

3.  Unless the parties consent to appointment of a successor arbitrator, a trial judge cannot appoint a new arbitrator. There is nothing in 
either the domestic relations arbitration act2 nor the uniform arbitration act3 which allows a judge to appoint a successor arbitrator 
upon the original arbitrator’s death or disability.

4.   It is prudent for attorneys to include and arbitrators to suggest a clause in an arbitration agreement that calls for the appointment  
of a successor arbitrator if the original arbitrator is unwilling or unable to continue as the arbitrator. 

1. Mich App, unpublished (No. 324514, December 8, 2015).

2. MCL 600.5070-600.5082.

3. MCL 691.1681-691.1713.

About the Author   
 Sheldon G. Larky is a Bingham Farms ADR provider. In addition, he serves as a magistrate in the 52-4 District Court, co-chair of the 
Oakland County Bar Association’s Legislative Committee, and the OCBA delegate to the American Bar Association’s House of Delegates.

Michigan Legislature Enacts New Law Requiring 
Domestic Relations Mediators  

to Screen for Domestic Violence
by Mary Lovik 

2016 PA 93 was recently enacted to address concerns about mediators’ failure to screen for domestic violence and child abuse, and 
about the frequency at which domestic relations cases involving violence or coercive control are court-ordered for mediation of child 
custody and parenting time issues. Mediation is not appropriate in cases where an imbalance of power between the negotiating parties 
or one party’s fear of the other prevents the less powerful or fearful party from freely expressing his or her needs and concerns without 
intimidation or fear of retribution. This dynamic is usually present in cases where one party has been using tactics of coercion or 
violence to exercise control over the other. Screening for the presence of coercion or violence is particularly critical in domestic relations 
cases because mediated agreements for child custody and parenting time that do not protect a child or parent from exposure to coercion 
and control will be contrary to the child’s best interests. 

 Effective August 1, 2016, PA 93 requires mediators in domestic relations cases to:
• “[M]ake reasonable inquiry as to whether either party has a history of a coercive or violent relationship with the other party,” and 
•  Screen throughout the mediation process for the presence of coercion or violence that would make mediation physically or 

emotionally unsafe for any participant or impede the achievement of a voluntary, safe resolution of issues. 
A “reasonable inquiry” includes the use of the domestic violence screening protocol for mediation provided by the State Court 

Administrative Office. This protocol has been available to domestic relations mediators for more than a decade. It is subject to periodic 
revision; the latest revision was published in 2014, and is available at this link: 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Domestic%20Violence%20Screening%20
Protocol.pdf .

The law also requires judges in domestic relations cases to hold a hearing under the court rules to determine whether mediation is 
appropriate before ordering it in the following circumstances:

•  A court has issued a personal protection order (PPO) under MCL 600.2950 or MCL 600.2950a, or another order protecting one 
party and restraining the other. Other types of protective orders include pretrial release, probation, or parole orders with conditions 
to protect a party, and civil protection orders issued in other jurisdictions.  

• One or both of the parties are involved in a child abuse or neglect proceeding. 

The court may order mediation if it is requested by the party protected by a court order, or a parent protected by an order in the 
child abuse or neglect proceeding.

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Domestic%20Violence%20Screening%20Protocol.pdf
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The screening requirements of PA 93 are consistent with existing standards for mediators adopted by the State Court Administrative 
Office and available online at: http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Mediator%20
Standards%20of%20Conduct%202.1.13.pdf . Standard VI provides as follows:

Safety of Mediation

A. Consistent with applicable statutes, court rules, and protocols, reasonable efforts shall be made throughout the mediation 
process to screen for the presence of an impediment that would make mediation physically or emotionally unsafe for any participant, 
or that would impede the achievement of a voluntary and safe resolution of issues. Examples of impediments to the mediation process 
include: domestic abuse; neglect or abuse of a child; status as a protected individual or vulnerable adult; mental illness or other mental 
impairment; and inability to understand or communicate in the language in which mediation will be conducted.

1.   In general, “reasonable efforts” may include meeting separately with the parties prior to a joint session or administering  
screening tools.

2.  In domestic relations cases, “reasonable efforts” should include meeting separately with the parties prior to a joint session and 
administering the “Mediator Screening Protocol” for domestic violence, published by the State Court Administrative Office.

3.  If an impediment to mediation exists and cannot be overcome by accommodations that specifically mitigate it, the mediation 
process should not be continued unless:

 a.  After being provided with information about the mediation process, a party at risk freely requests mediation or gives 
informed consent to it;

 b. The mediator has training, knowledge, or experience to address the impediment;

 c.  The mediator has discussed with the party at risk whether an attorney, advocate, or other support person should attend the 
mediation; and

 d.  The mediator has assessed that a party can determine and safely convey and advocate for his or her needs and interests 
without coercion, fear of violence, or other repercussions or consequences that would put the party at risk.

B.  Where it appears that minor children or vulnerable adults may be affected by an agreement, a mediator should encourage 
participants to consider their safety.

The new law’s screening provision is also consistent with the training requirements for mediators seeking eligibility to serve on a 
court roster in domestic relations cases under MCR 3.216(G).  Mediator training standards adopted by the State Court Administrative 
Office require completion of an 8-hour program on domestic violence screening as a prerequisite to serving as a mediator on a court 
roster. See Standard 7.0 of the training standards, available online at: http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/
ODR/Documents/Mediator%20Training%20Standards%20and%20Procedures.pdf.  

Trainings on domestic violence screening are offered to mediators throughout the year. Upcoming trainings are listed at this link: 
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx  

About the Author   
Mary Lovik is a staff attorney at the Michigan Domestic and Sexual Violence Prevention and Treatment Board, where she assists state and 

local agencies with policy and training initiatives addressing domestic violence.

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Documents/Mediator%20Training%20Standards%20and%20Procedures.pdf
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/Resources/Documents/standards/odr/Mediator%20Standards%20of%20Conduct%202.1.13.pdf
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“To be good is noble, but to teach others how
to be good is nobler—and less trouble.” Mark Twain (1906)

So begins this wonderful collection of essays by two of our funniest, most thoughtful, learned, and insightful colleagues, Stuart M. 
Israel and Barry Goldman.1

The book includes the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval for Labor Lawyers and Arbitrators: a foreword by Theodore J. St. 
Antoine, one of the most respected arbitrators and labor law professors in the country.2  

Israel and Goldman share their perspectives on labor and employment law, lawyering, mediating and arbitrating, arbitral remedies, 
litigation, witnesses, the world in which we operate, and much else. On display throughout is their decency, commitment to civility and 
good practice, and class A humanity! 

Stuart Israel has long been editor and a regular contributor to Lawnotes, the Labor and Employment Law Section quarterly journal, 
and Barry Goldman is a long time contributor and columnist. Many of their essays have appeared in Lawnotes and elsewhere. Their 
book is divided into 19 chapters and includes 124 individual essays coupled with an Israel/Goldman dialogue in Chapter 16, THE 
ARBITRATION PROCESS.3 

Filled with learned quotes, funny stories, practical guidance, pleas for civility, cogent advice, good and bad experience, plus 
reflections on life and practice, the collection is bound to make you laugh, shake your head ruefully, and reflect on how you can 
improve as an advocate—and as a human being! The essays are not just witty, they are wise. They reflect an optimism that the quality 
of practice can be improved, that we can be more collegial without sacrificing client interests, and that we can derive greater satisfaction 
from our work if we only spend time thinking and reflecting before launching into a no holds barred competition.

 In “‘Utter Nonsense’ Revisited: Invective In Legal Argument”4 for example, Israel addresses abrasive, Rambo-like attacks in brief 
writing, a subject he addressed 13 years earlier. “Plus ça change,” he writes ruefully, “plus c’est la mēme chose.” (The more things change, 
the more they stay the same).  Yes, despite warnings from writing experts that these tactics don’t work, pit bull litigators continue to 
engage in name-calling and invective because they sometimes do work. Judges may be unwilling to get into the fray; and some may 
actually be influenced by invective. But, when things are as they should be, not so much. After sharing very specific, overly aggressive 
real life examples,5 Israel writes: 
 
   Whatever is behind the use of legal invective, I say to you, oh lawyers, please cut it out. Be nice. Practicing law is hard enough. 

None of us needs unnecessary aggravation. Invective is “plainly, simply, and demonstrably wrong.” In the alternative, the same to 
you, and your momma. 

Goldman addresses a similar topic in “What Do You Want From Us?”6  He assures litigators that invective and insults do not 
work with arbitrators. Most litigators, he believes, hope the arbitrator will write an opinion adopting lengthy segments of their brief. 
Accordingly, insult is counter-productive:

Thinking up clever insults is more fun than thinking up relevant arguments, and your opponent is an idiot or he would have 
accepted your settlement terms. So you ask yourself the question: If I insult my opponent, is that going to make it more likely or less 
likely that the arbitrator will adopt my brief as his award? The question answers itself.

Turning to a more positive topic, Chapter 5, POETRY, provides examples from our authors, including haiku from Israel: 

BOOK REVIEW

Opinions—Essays on Lawyering, Litigation 
and Arbitration, the Placebo Effect, 

Chutzpah, and Related Matters
Sheldon J. Stark, Mediator and Arbitrator

Continued on Page 15
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Request To An Opponent 
For An Extension
I will need more time.
What goes around, comes around.
Will you stipulate?

A Cross-Examination Commandment
Don’t ask the witness,
if you don’t know the answer.
Unless you don’t care.

And an “Arbitrator’s Lament” about the challenges of his profession by Goldman, which ends:

I’m tired and bored and wired and sore
  and angry and greasy and itchy
And queasy and hungry and grumpy and creepy
  and sleepy and weary and twitchy
The gods are cruel and men are fools
  and fate is unforgiving
But, though I curse, it could be worse:
  I could have to work for a living.

One of my all-time favorite essays addresses preparing your witness to testify, with Israel’s “The 162 Essential Rules for Deponents.”7  

Yes, you read that right: 162 rules! You will laugh out loud at the contradictions and game playing, recognizing many of the rules you 
instruct your own witnesses to use: From “Don’t volunteer” to “When appropriate, volunteer.” From “Don’t think out loud” to “The 
cross-examiner is not your friend. Be civil but don’t chat, socialize, or explore common acquaintances. Business is business.”  From 
“Don’t bring anything,” to “Bring what you need: checklists, documents key to your testimony, notes, etc.” “Relax, but keep that edge.” 
“You are on display. Act like it.” Number 162: “Don’t screw up.” 

In “The Other Cheek”8 Goldman begins with a quote from Matthew 5:38-39: “…but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right 
cheek, turn to him the other also.” He warns against unnecessary, time-wasting, and repetitive cross-examination. Don’t ask a question, 
he warns, just because it’s on the list with which you came prepared. Rather, he advises if the answer on direct didn’t hurt you, leave it 
alone or risk driving the arbitrator to distraction! He concludes, “I say unto you: If your opponent makes a meaningless point, let him 
make another also.” 

There are essays on why and when arbitrators should ask questions or object to questions if the other side does not;9 whether 
advocates should ask their witness what happened versus what the witness remembers;10 on the (un)controlled use of “outrage” and 
theatrics;11 on being hoisted by one’s own petard;12 and on the muddle we’ve made of “truth” in the adversary system, especially where 
“puffing” and exaggeration are permissible in settlement negotiation and mediation, with a quote from Oscar Wilde: “The truth is 
rarely pure and never simple,” and a Yiddish proverb: “A half truth is a whole lie.”13

Chapter 9, MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION, is of special interest to ADR providers. From “Counseling Clients to Consider 
Compromise: The Benefits of Mediation”14 to “Arm Twisting and Head Banging”;15 from “Elegance”16 to “Drooling”;17 and from 
learning how to listen to the other side—“Audi Alterum Partem”18—to understanding the psychology of how people make important 
decisions.19 The authors offer sage advice and a good mediator’s intervention: “A reasonable settlement is preferable to a good case, 
because one can always lose a good case!”

Chapter 12, LANGUAGE AND WRITING, contains a number of excellent essays, but my favorite is “Chutzpah And Other Legal 
Terms” by Israel, which includes references to Leo Rosten’s writings, including definitions of chutzpah (unmitigated gall), farblondjet 
(off-the-track, mixed up, confused), and kvetching (grousing) and kibitzing (second guessing from the sidelines) by khazers (gluttons or 
pigs).20

In Chapter 16, THE ARBITRATION PROCESS, Goldman takes us behind the curtain and into the decision-making process 
of the arbitrator’s mind, with such topics as his attitude toward timeliness,21 who should identify the issue for adjudication, when and 
how,22 managing party unhappiness with outcomes,23 unusual (“off-label”) uses for arbitrators,24 “sacrificing” an arbitrator to give the 
parties cover,25 the use of logic,26 and whether to start offering “provisional awards.”27 In their dialogue, one of the topics addressed 
is predisposition. Israel, the advocate, pleads for an arbitrator to keep an open mind “until all the evidence is in, and let both sides 
have their ‘day in court.’” Goldman replies, “I agree that it is important for an arbitrator to keep an open mind. But, as Arthur Hays 

Continued from Page 14

Continued on Page 16
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Sulzberger said, ‘not so open that your brains fall out.’”

In Chapter 18, ARBITRAL REMEDIES, we learn a new Yiddish word, this time from Goldman: “Writ of Rachmones” at page 
296. Rachmones means “compassion.” As an arbitrator and a decent human being, Goldman believes the contract should prevail over 
being compassionate—recognizing that the two do not always dictate the same result. “It’s a matter of respect,” he writes. “If the parties 
bargained for a harsh result, they are entitled to get one.” In “Remand on Remedy” at page 300, Goldman demonstrates his sensitivity 
to the fact that the union and management must live and work together, have the best understanding of the contract, and that an 
arbitrator’s remedy could be a bad thing. In his essay on “Provisional Awards” at page 268, he suggests parties might want to negotiate 
the amount of back pay after the arbitrator awards reinstatement, to put the decision on dollars in the hands of the people with the 
greatest understanding of the situation. If they can’t resolve their differences, the arbitrator could select the last best offer of one side or 
the other. This “fits the forum to the fuss.” Page 301. What a concept!

In their final chapter, THE WIDER WORLD, Israel and Goldman let fly their views on right to work,28 government regulation,29 
banks,30 the human condition,31 and much, much more. 

This collection is funny, poignant, instructive, and educational. Whether you read it from cover to cover or dip in as a topic becomes 
relevant to you, this collection should be on your shelf. 

Opinions reminds us we are in a field where the best of us have principles and ideals. It appeals to our better natures, assuming—as 
it does—that we have better natures. It goes down easy. Wry wit and long experience are clearly on display. It is masterful and uplifting 
without being the functional equivalent of a trip to the dentist. I am proud to call both authors my friends. Their book is a joy to read. 
Opinions is available at amazon.com. BUY THIS BOOK!32 

(Endnotes)

1  The collection is filled with cool information, powerful suggestions, cogent tips, and unembarrassed disclosure inside the minds of two 
great writers who happen to be labor lawyers, mediators, and arbitrators. Until I read this book, for example, I would never have used 
a “serial comma.” See “In Defense of the Serial Comma” by Stuart Israel, Chapter 12, LANGUAGE AND WRITING, page 195.

2  Dean St. Antoine is past president of the National Academy of Arbitrators, recipient of the Labor and Employment Law Section 
Distinguished Service Award, and James E. & Sarah A. Degan Professor Emeritus of Law, University of Michigan.

3  See “The Arbitration Dialogues—An Advocate Talks to Arbitrators And An Arbitrator Talks Back,” page 270. And that is 19 chapters, 
not “nineteen (19).” See “Looking At The Numbers Redux—Because Some Did Not Get It The First (1st) Time” in Chapter 12, 
LANGUAGE AND WRITING, page 192.

4  Chapter 2, ADVOCACY AND SELF-INFLICTED WOUNDS, page 13.

5  To quote only a few: the other side’s arguments are “absurd,” “def[y] common sense,” are “disingenuous and frivolous,” “beyond 
comprehension,” contain “utter nonsense” and are “‘distorted’ to a ‘staggering’ degree,” “outlandish,” and “grossly exaggerated.” 

6  Chapter 4, DECISIONS AND DECISION-MAKERS, page 41.

7  Chapter 6, WITNESS EXAMINATION, page 58. The list excludes “231 important rules because they just did not make the 
‘essential’ threshold.”

8 Chapter 6, WITNESS EXAMINATION, page 69.

9 Chapter 6, WITNESS EXAMINATION, “Leading” at page 73.

10 Ibid, “Indirect Examination” at page 76. Don’t do it!

11 Ibid, “Outrage” at page 79.

12  Ibid, “Hoist By Their Own Petard” at page 80, which contains the transcript of one of those brilliant cross examinations anyone who 
has litigated with Stuart Israel will recognize. 

13  “The Lawyer’s Obligation To The Truth in Litigation, Negotiation, And Mediation” at page 125. Tongue in cheek (or perhaps not), 
Israel also quotes University of Michigan law professor J.J. White, who taught that “misleading the other side is the essence of the 
lawyer’s task.” Page 126. 

14  Page 134.

15  Page 157.

Continued from Page 15

Continued on Page 17
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16  Page 152.

17   Page 154. The title comes from a comparison Goldman makes between a joke about arbitrators to one about banjo players. 
“How can a bluegrass band tell if the stage is level? The banjo player is drooling out of both sides of his mouth.” To prove 
themselves, arbitrators must convey the impression they are so neutral—and “level”—that they could do harm to either side. “We 
[arbitrators—not unlike banjo players] have to drool out of both sides of our mouths.”

18  Page 149. Audi Alterum Partem translates as “listen to the other side.”

19   “What Negotiators Ought To Know About Why People Do What They Do—A Review of The Science of Settlement: Ideas for 
Negotiators,” Israel’s review of Goldman’s earlier book. 

20  Page 197.

21  “Timeliness” at page 250.

22  “The Issue” at page 252.

23  “Unhappiness” at page 254.

24  “Off-Label Uses for Labor Arbitrators” at page 257.

25  “The Kleenex Arbitrator” at page 259.

26  “Logic” at page 262.

27  “Provisional Awards?” at page 268.

28  “Right to Work” at page 304; “Mississippization” at page 329.
29  “Strangled” at page 310.
30  “Banksters” at page 318.
31  “Honesty Among Thieves” at page 316; “Somatoparaphrenia” at page 325; “Little Things Mean a Lot” at page 334.
32   In the interest of full disclosure, I have had the honor of mediating for Stuart Israel, contributing my own writing to Lawnotes, 

and—I am not afraid to admit—I rely on him to edit my stuff. He makes my prose almost readable! I have recruited Barry 
Goldman multiple times to speak both for ICLE, the Institute of Continuing Legal Education, and the ADR Section of the 
Michigan Bar. We meet periodically with several other mediators to discuss our craft over lunch. I hereby relinquish all rights 
to a cut of their profits.

Mediator Consolidated Roster Resolution
The ADR Section Council passed the following Resolution at its May 13, 2016, meeting.

RESOLUTION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION OF THE STATE BAR OF MICHIGAN

The current system under MCR 2.411 and MCR 3.216 has the inefficiency of requiring mediators to submit the same data to each one 
of the many courts where they may wish to serve.

Considering also that the 2010 report of the Statewide Mediator Roster Committee recommends that roster management be placed 
under the control of the State Court Administrative Office, and,

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan believes that a consolidated roster process would eliminate 
duplicative work of both court staff and mediators while adding consistency and quality to the process,

Accordingly, the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan recommends that the State Court Administrative 
Office develop a statewide uniform mediator roster process that provides the efficiency of a list of qualified mediators, accessible by all 
trial courts, attorneys, mediators, and the public. 

Continued from Page 16
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Editor's Notes

The ADR Quarterly is looking for articles on ADR subjects for future issues. You are invited to send a Word copy 
of your proposed article to The ADR Quarterly Editor Lee Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com.

Articles that appear in The ADR Quarterly do not necessarily reflect the position of the State Bar of Michigan, 
the ADR Section, or any organization. Their publication does not constitute endorsement of opinions, viewpoints, 
or legal conclusion that may be expressed.Publication and editing are at the discretion of the editor.

Prior ADR Quarterlies are at  http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter. 

ADR Section Social Media Links
Here are the links to the ADR Section's Facebook and Twitter pages. 
You can now Like, Tweet, Comment, and Share the ADR Section!

https://www.facebook.com/sbmadrsection/
https://twitter.com/SBM_ADR

ADR Section Member Blog Hyperlinks
The SBM ADR Section website contains a list of blogs concerning alternative dispute resolution topics that have been submitted by 

members of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan.

 The list might not be complete. Neither the State Bar nor the ADR Section necessarily endorse or agree with everything that is in the blogs. 
The blogs do not contain legal advice from either the State Bar or the ADR Section. 

If you are a member of the SBM ADR Section and have an ADR theme blog you would like added to this list, you may send it to ADR 
Quarterly Editor Lee Hornberger at leehornberger@leehornberger.com with the word BLOG and your name in the Subject of the e-mail.

The blog list link is:  http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home/memberblogs. 

mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home/memberblogs
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The ADR Section, State Bar of Michigan
ADR Section Mediator’s Forum Lunch

A N N O U N C E M E N T

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan announces our latest Mediator 
Forum lunch for ADR Section members to meet, connect and exchange ideas. Our hope is to foster an 
exciting forum where mediators and arbitrators can share a meal and learn from one another!

WHAT:  ADR Section Ann Arbor area Regional Lunch Meeting: A Forum for ADR Providers  
to Network and Share

WHEN: Thursday, August 11, 2016 from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm

WHERE:  P.F. Chang’s China Bistro 
720 Briarwood Circle, in the Patio 
Briarwood Mall 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

 
WHAT: A forum to discuss techniques and approaches:

•  The timing of opening offers – when and how
•  Managing extreme opening offers and counter-offers
•  Explaining party justification/rationale for an offer
•  Dealing with party/advocate impatience
•  Techniques for responding to charges an offer has “nuisance value”
•  Share your “favorite” technique

COST:  No charge for ADR Section members.  Order off the menu and pay for your order 
individually.

RSVP:  shel@starkmediator.com by Monday, August 8, 2016.  Seating limited  
to first 24 people to respond. 
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In this increasingly ADR world, more and more cases are processed in an arbitration setting.  What is the role of summary 
disposition/summary judgment in the arbitration context?  Do arbitrators have the authority to grant dispositive motions?  Can they 
do so without hearing testimony?  Are dispositive motions appealable?  Our panel of experienced arbitrators share their thoughts 
and reflections: 
• Discover what the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act, the Federal Arbitration Act, and the rules of The American Arbitration 

Association provide.

• Learn effective and proper procedures for seeking and defending dispositive motions in arbitration

• Hear when and why dispositive motions are granted

• Find out why they are sometimes denied

• Take home alternative procedures to achieve the same result

• And more!

The Panel: Gene J. Esshaki, Abbott Nicholson PC, Detroit; Samuel E. McCargo, Lewis & Munday PC, Detroit; and Martin C.  
      Weisman, Weisman Young & Ruemenapp PC, Bingham Farms, Moderator

Sound Engineer: Robert E. L. Wright, The Peace Talks PLC, Grand Rapids,  

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

L U N C H  &  L E A R N  R E G I S T R A T I O N

P #:___________________

Name: ____________________________________________________ 

Your Firm: ________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________

City:________________________ State: ____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: ___________________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ __________________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan

To pay with credit/debit card visit http://e.michbar.org

Cancellation Policy: Registration and Payment must be received at the SBM 
on or before 3PM on Tuesday, August 23, 2016. Refunds will be provided only for 
Cancellations received in writing at the SBM by 3PM on Tuesday, August 23, 2016.  
That notice can be made by e-mail (tbellinger@mail.michbar.org), fax (517-372-
5921 ATTN: Tina Bellinger), or by U.S. mail (306 Townsend St., Lansing, MI 48933 
ATTN: Tina Bellinger.)

Dispositive Motions in Arbitration
Telephone Seminar, August 29, 2016, Noon-1:30 p.m.

Cost                  REGISTRATION DEADLINE: Aug. 26, 2016

 ADR Section Section Members ........................................................ $10

 All Other Registrants ......................................................................... $40

Information on how to access the dial-in instructions and written 

materials will be provided on your seminar confirmation.

Note for non attorneys

Non attorneys MUST register for this event online to access the semi-

nar materials. Create a non-member account if you do not already have 

one. Check to see if you have an account here. Or paste: https://e.

michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx into your web browser.)

Questions

For additional information regarding the seminar contact Marty 

Weisman at  (248) 258-2700 or mweisman@wyrpc.com

Register One of Two Ways

Online: visit http://e.michbar.org to register

Mail your check and completed registration form to:

State Bar of Michigan

Attn: Seminar Registration

306 Townsend Street, Lansing, MI 48933

http://e.michbar.org
http://e.michbar.org
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx
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General Civil Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 2.411(F)(2)(a). For more 
information, visit the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution web-site, 
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/
Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
        
Bloomfield Hills:  July 25-29
                              November 3, 10, 17, December 1, 8
Trainings sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org or call 248-348-4280  
ext. 216

Plymouth: September 8-10, 29-30
Training sponsored by Institute for Continuing Legal Education
Register online at www.icle.org, or call 1-877-229-4350.

Domestic Relations  
Mediation Training

The following 40-hour mediation trainings have been approved by 
SCAO to fulfill the requirements of MCR 3.216(G)(1)(b):
        
Lansing:  August 22-24, 29-31
Training sponsored by Mediation Training and Consultation Institute
Contact: info@learn2mediate.com or call (800) 535-1155  
or (734) 663-1155

Ann Arbor: October 6-8, 19-21
Training sponsored by Mediation Training and Consultation Institute
Contact: info@learn2mediate.com or call (800) 535-1155  
or (734) 663-1155

Lansing: October 12-14, 20-22
Training sponsored by Resolution Services Center of Central Michigan
Contact: mediate@rsccm.org or call 517-485-2274

Advanced Mediation Training

Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of 
advanced mediation training every two years. The trainings listed 
below have been pre-approved by SCAO to meet the content 
requirements of the court rules on mediation for both general civil  
and domestic relations mediators.

Grand Rapids: September 23-24 - ADR Section Annual Meeting

Some of Michigan’s best mediation trainers, selected by the ADR 
Section’s Skills Action Team, will offer an assortment of cutting-edge 
workshops totaling eight hours over two days. 
Training sponsored by ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan

Bloomfield Hills: December 2 (8 hours)
“Mediator Wisdom” 
Training sponsored by Oakland Mediation Center
Register online at www.mediation-omc.org or call 248-348-4280  
ext. 216

Upcoming Mediation Trainings

How to Find Mediation Trainings Offered in Michigan
 Mediation trainings are regularly offered by various organizations around Michigan. Mediators 

who wish to apply for court mediator rosters must complete a 40-hour training approved by the State 
Court Administrative Office. Courts maintain separate rosters for general civil and domestic relations 
mediators, and there are separate 40-hour trainings for each. In addition, domestic relations mediators 
must complete an 8-hour course on domestic violence screening. Mediators listed on court rosters must 

complete eight hours of advanced mediation training every two years. MCR 2.411(F)(4)/3.216 (G)(3). 

 Most mediation trainings offered in Michigan are listed on the SCAO Office of Dispute Resolution 

web-site: 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-Dates.aspx
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 2015-2016

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating. To 
comply with State Bar of Michigan requirements, lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Members and non-
lawyer applicants to the ADR Section are called Affiliates. The Section’s mission is: 

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section provides members of the State Bar of Michigan and the 
general public with creative leadership in the dispute resolution field. The Section fosters diversity in 
the profession, develops and offers educational programs, promotes access to litigation alternatives 
regardless of income, monitors legislative and judicial activity and provides policy guidance, 
information and technical assistance on ethical issues, dispute resolution techniques and training 
design. The Section produces publications which promote wider use and excellence in the provision 
of alternative problem-solving techniques and dispute resolution services.  

Membership in the Section is open to all members of the State Bar of Michigan. Affiliate status is open 
to any individual with an interest in the field of dispute resolution. 

The Section’s annual dues of $40.00 entitle you to receive the Section’s Newsletter, participate in programming, 
further the activities of the Section, receive Section listserv announcements, and participate in the Section’s 
discussion listserv, and receive documents prepared by and for the ADR Section. 

In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of various Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate 
in the activities of the Section by joining an Action Team. Information on Action Teams will be forwarded upon 
processing of this Application.  

Note: Dues are due between October 1 and December 31. 

APPLICATION TYPE: ______ Member _______ Affiliate 

NAME: _________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ______________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

CITY: _______________STATE:_____ ZIP CODE:________ 

PHONE: ________________________________________ 

E-MAIL: _________________________________________ 

State Bar No._______________ (if applicable) 

Have you been a Member of this Section before: _________ 

Are you currently receiving the ADR Quarterly? _________ 

All orders must be accompanied by 
payment. Prices are subject to change 
without notice. 

Please return payment to: 

William D. Gilbride Jr.
Abbott Nicholson PC
300 River Place Dr Ste 3000
Detroit, MI 48207-5066

Annual dues are $40.00, or $48.00 if Member or Affiliate certificate is requested. There is no 
proration for dues and membership must be renewed on October 1 of each year. 

Make checks payable to State Bar of Michigan: Enclosed is check # ___________ for __________ 

Or charge my  VISA  MasterCard 

Credit Card # ____________________________________________ Amount: __________________ 

Expiration Date: ____________ Authorized Signature: ________________________________________ 
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Connect With Us

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section has launched a new website and interactive online community for its members—SBM 
Connect. This private community will enhance the way we communicate and build relationships through the Section. Log in to SBM 
Connect today and see what the buzz is all about!

The ADR Section SBM Connect hyperlink is:   
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home
• ACCESS to archived seminar materials and the ADR Quarterly
• FIND upcoming Section events
• NETWORK via a comprehensive member directory
• SHARE knowledge and resources in the member-only library
• PARTICIPATE in focused discussion groups
SBM Connect will eventually replace the current section website. Both websites will run concurrently to allow you time to discover 

the new tools and features available to members. 

ADR Section Mission

The mission of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section is to encourage conflict resolution by:
1) Providing training and education for ADR professionals;
2) Giving professionals the tools to empower people in conflict to create optimal resolutions; and
3) Advancing the use of alternative dispute resolution processes in our courts, government, businesses, and communities. 

Join the ADR Section

The ADR Section of the State Bar of Michigan is open to lawyers and other individuals interested in participating.
The Section’s annual dues of $40 entitles you to receive the Section’s Newsletter, participate in programming, further the activities of 

the Section, receive Section listserv announcements, and participate in the Section’s discussion listserv.
In implementing its vision, the ADR Section is comprised of various Action Teams. You are encouraged to participate in the 

activities of the Section by joining an Action Team.
The membership application is at:   
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/

sectionapp.pdf . 

http://connect.michbar.org/adr/home
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/MICHBAR/19aeea9e-4ffe-48f5-91af-5059bc9b29bb/UploadedImages/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

2016 Annual Meeting & ADR Conference
Friday – Saturday, September 23-24, 2016  

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, 4747 28th Street SE, Grand Rapids, MI

Registration deadline is September 16, 2016

Please join us for an exciting learning and networking event! Attend the ADR Section’s 2016 Annual Meeting and ADR 
Conference, featuring 8 hours of SCAO-approved advanced mediation training. Choose from an assortment of hot topics, 
case law, statutory and research updates. Engage in skill building exercises. Discover what’s new. Add fresh skills to 
improve your current array of techniques. If your practice is in family law, add an optional program of domestic relations 
mediation topics offered by the Family Mediation Council-Michigan. Network with your friends and colleagues - and enjoy 
ArtPrize, all in one convenient weekend! 

We also invite you to attend the Section Cocktail Reception and Awards Banquet Friday night. Enjoy good food, good 
conversation and good cheer as we honor our colleagues who have made especially strong contributions to the field of 
alternative dispute resolution. We look forward to seeing you there. Please register NOW!

ADR Section Conference

Friday, September 23, 2016
Noon–12:30 pm ADR Conference Registration

12:30–12:45 Welcome and Introductions

•	 Joseph C. Basta, Basta Resolutions PLLC, Ann Arbor

12:45–1:45 Plenary Session: Michigan State of the Law in ADR
Stay current and on top of case law developments in arbitration and mediation practices in Michigan 
courts.

•	 Lee Hornberger, Arbitrator and Mediator, Traverse City

1:45–2:45 Plenary Session: Recent Developments in the Science of Negotiations
Barry Goldman is back with a collection of amazing stories, humorous anecdotes and mind blowing 
research findings to enrich your knowledge and understanding of what makes people tick, how 
they make decisions and ways this knowledge might impact your work as mediator or advocate.

•	 Barry Goldman, Bloomfield Hills

2:45–3:00 Networking Break

3:00–4:00 Plenary Session: Managing the Apology in Mediation: Whether, When and How
In this interactive session, learn what to do when a party asks for help in delivering an apology. Recognize 
when it will and will not work. Understand the issues of timing, wording and environment. Learn to 
manage the process and coach delivery and receipt of effective apologies and acknowledgments to 
ensure this powerful tool brings healing and resolution.

•	 Anne Bachle Fifer, Grand Rapids

4:00–5:00 Plenary Session: The Future of ADR in Michigan – An Interactive Dialogue
Join the Director of the Office of Dispute Resolution to share your vision of where ADR is heading in 
Michigan. Bring your suggestions and concerns. Should the roster of mediators be state-wide? Is it time 
to end Case Evaluation? Should mediation be mandatory? What should be done to improve the climate 
in Michigan for ADR?

•	 Douglas A. Van Epps, Office of Dispute Resolution, Lansing

5:00–5:30 Questions & Answers

5:30–6:30 ADR Section Cocktail Reception compliments of Varnum LLP (for guests attending the Awards   
 Banquet)

6:30–9:00 PM ADR Section Annual Awards Banquet
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Saturday, September 24, 2016

8:00–8:30 AM Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:30–9:00 ADR Section Annual Business Meeting (only current ADR Section members may vote)

9:00–10:00 TRACK 1: Utilizing Domestic Violence Screening in Your Mediation Practice
Screening for Domestic Violence can help mediators enhance the quality of the process, increase party 
self-determination and improve safety. There’s also a new statute in place requiring screening by me-
diators. Find out what lessons the Oakland Mediation Center has learned after screening almost 1800 
domestic cases for domestic violence alone; and how the new law impacts your practice.

•	 Kenzi Bisbing, Oakland Mediation Center, Bloomfield Hills
•	 Charity Burke, Oakland Mediation Center, Bloomfield Hills

TRACK 2: Mediation Techniques for Challenging Circumstances – A Panel Discussion
Would you like to acquire new techniques for dealing with difficult and argumentative attorneys? What 
approach is most effective when highly competitive advocates are inflexible and dogmatic? How might 
you manage a power imbalance between advocates? What techniques work best in engaging resistant 
attorneys in a court-ordered mediation? Our panel of experienced mediators and advocates share their 
favorite interventions.

•	 Moderator: Paula K. Manis, Loomis, Ewert, Parsley, Davis & Gotting PC, Lansing
•	 Elizabeth K. Bransdorfer, Mika Meyers PLC, Grand Rapids
•	 Steven T. Lett, Wilson, Lett & Kerbawy PLC, Lansing
•	 Bruce W. Neckers, Rhoades McKee PC, Grand Rapids

10:00–10:15 Networking Break

10:15–11:15 TRACK 1: How Did I Do?: Reflections on a Mediator’s Work at the Table
In this highly interactive segment, review a transcript of a mediator’s work to discuss what the media-
tor did well and what the mediator could improve. Join a legendary law professor and arbitrator in the 
trenches!

•	 George T. Roumell, Jr., Detroit

TRACK 2: “If It Weren’t for You...!”: How Mediators and Advocates View Each Other
In this honest dialogue, mediators and advocates share their pet peeves, likes and dislikes, and recom-
mendations for building a better relationship to reach productive resolution. Discover what they really 
think about how you participate in the process.

•	 Moderator: Richard L. Hurford, Richard Hurford Dispute Resolution Services PC, Troy
•	 Katherine Smith Kennedy, Pinsky, Smith, Fayette & Kennedy, LLP, Grand Rapids
•	 Michael S. Leib, Bloomfield Hills
•	 Lawrence J. Murphy, Varnum LLP, Grand Rapids
•	 Robert E. L. Wright, The Peace Talks PLC, Grand Rapids

11:15– 12:15 Plenary Session: Mediating High Profile Public Policy Disputes
Join a panel of mediators and advocates to discuss how the most intractable and public disputes can be 
resolved through the mediation process. Whether you’re dealing with sexual harassment class actions, 
farmers feuding with the farmer’s market or claims arising out of the Flint water crisis, hear what major 
public policy disputes have in common and how they differ.

•	 Susan J. Butterwick, Washtenaw Trial Court - Juvenile Division, Ann Arbor
•	 William H. Goodman, Goodman & Hurwitz PC, Detroit
•	 William W. Jack, Jr., Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge PC, Grand Rapids
•	 Michael L. Pitt, Pitt McGehee Palmer Rivers PC, Royal Oak
•	 Richard A. Soble, Soble Rowe Krichbaum LLP, Ann Arbor

12:15– 12:30  Questions & Answers

ADR SECTION CONFERENCE CONCLUDES
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OPTIONAL FMC-Michigan Conference (additional registration fee)

Friday, September 23, 2016

8:30– 9:00 am Family mediation CounCil WelCome and BreakFast

9:00– 12:00 pm the Challenge oF the unrepresented party in mediation 
PART 1: When does provision of legal information become dispensation of legal advice? How 
far can a mediator go in mediation with unrepresented parties?
•	 Paula Zera, Mediation Management Services, Holt
•	 Alecia M. Ruswinckel, State Bar of Michigan, Professional Standards Assistant Counsel, Lansing

PART 2: Unbundling: Limited Scope Services
•	 Marie A. Pulte, Marie A. Pulte PC, Plymouth
•	 Alecia M. Ruswinckel, State Bar of Michigan, Professional Standards Assistant Counsel, Lansing

PART 3: Mediator Obligations When One Party is Unrepresented
•	 Eileen J. Slank, Nichols Sacks Slank Sendelbach & Buiteweg PC, Ann Arbor
•	 Elizabeth A. Solomon, Nichols Sacks Slank Sendelbach & Buiteweg PC, Ann Arbor

Noon – 12:30 Family mediation CounCil annual meeting

OPTIONAL:  ArtPrize 2016! 

On Saturday afternoon, participants may choose to enjoy ArtPrize 2016 on their own. ArtPrize is recognized as the 
most-attended public art event on the planet according to The Art Newspaper, and was recently highlighted in The New 
York Times’ 52 Places to Go in 2016. This is an impressive display of art by over 1,700 artists in the streets, museums, 
public and private buildings of Grand Rapids; a total of over 200 venues. Vote for your favorite piece of art. The hotel has 
arranged for a shuttle bus to take attendees downtown to stroll through ArtPrize for a small fee, eliminating the need to 
find and pay for parking. Check out the ArtPrize website:  http://www.artprize.org/ to plan your visit.

CONFERENCE VENUE

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel - Grand Rapids 
4747 28th Street SE, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 49512-1915, TEL: 616-957-0100
Just two miles from Gerald R. Ford International Airport and one mile from I-96, the DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel offers a 
welcome retreat. Take advantage of the complimentary shuttle from the airport straight to the lobby of our conference 
venue. Enjoy easy access to downtown, just seven miles away, and many popular attractions including ArtPrize 2016, 
the Frederick Meijer Gardens and the Grand Rapids Art Museum. Lake Michigan is a 40-minute drive from the hotel.

Reservation Information
A limited block of rooms at the DoubleTree is being held for conference attendees until September 2, 2016. The special room 
rate is $119 per night (plus sales, use and occupancy tax). Rooms are limited so reserve early. You must make reservations 
directly with the hotel at (616) 957-0100 and reference “Alternative Dispute Resolution Section/State Bar of Michigan.”



ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

REGISTRATION

P #:___________________ (if applicable)

Name: _______________________________________________________________ 

Dinner Guest Name: __________________________________________________

Your Firm/Company: __________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________

City:________________________ State: ____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: ______________________________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ _____________________________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan
Pay by credit/debit card at http://e.michbar.org

Note: Non attorneys registering for the ADR Conference MUST register 
for this event online to access the seminar materials, unless purchasing 
printed materials. Create a non-member account if you do not already 
have one. (To check to see if you have an account click here or paste: 
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx into your web 
browser.)

Cancellation Policy: Registration and Payment must be received at the 
SBM on or before 3PM on September 17, 2016. Refunds will be provided 
only for Cancellations received in writing at the SBM by 3PM on September 
17, 2016.  That notice can be made by e-mail (tbellinger@mail.michbar.org), 
fax (517-372-5921 ATTN: Tina Bellinger), or by U.S. mail (306 Townsend St., 
Lansing, MI 48933 ATTN: Tina Bellinger.)

2016 Annual Meeting & Conference
September 23-24, 2016  Double Tree Hilton Hotel, 4747 28th St SE, Grand Rapids

Register online at http://e.michbar.org or by mail (see below)

Hotel Information

Hotel reservations cannot be made witH tHis form. 
A limited block of rooms at the DoubleTree is being held for conference 
attendees until September 2, 2016. The special room rate is $119 per night 
(plus sales, use and occupancy tax). Rooms are limited so reserve early. 
You must make reservations directly with the hotel at (616) 957-0100 and 
reference “Alternative Dispute Resolution Section/State Bar of Michigan.”

Questions

For additional information regarding the conference, contact Shel 
Stark at 734-417-0287 or shel@starkmediator.com

(If applicable)

Cost 

SPONSORS: Please use Sponsor Registration form which follows

Attending BOTH Conferences
 ADR Conference & FMC Conference ..............................  $175 x___= _____

ADR Section Conference ONLY
 ADR Section Conference ONLY.....................................  $150 x___= _____
 * Law/Graduate Students  (ADR Conference ONLY) ..........  $75 x___= _____
 Sitting Judges/Conference Presenters 
      (ADR Conference ONLY)..................................................................... FREE

ADR conference registration fee for sitting judges, is waived. You MUST register by mail 
and MUST pay for your dinner if you are attending Friday night’s award ceremony.

    * Law/graduate students and judges must register by mail ONLY to receive the                          
discounted rate.

ADR Conference Materials
 I would like print materials (Materials must be purchased in advance         

to guarantee availability.)  .................................................................  $25

Registrants will have access to electronic materials several days before the 
seminar. 

Attending ADR Annual Meeting ONLY (Sat. 8:30-9:00 a.m.)
 ADR Annual Meeting ONLY (does not include conferences or banquet) ...............FREE

Family Mediation Council (FMC) Conference ONLY
 Family Mediation Council Conference ONLY  ....................  $55 x___= _____
 FMC Member (FMC Conference ONLY) ............................ $45 x___=_____

Friday Evening
 Awards banquet, includes dinner  .................................  $35 x____=_______
       Complimentary cocktail hour courtesy of Varnum LLP included with banquet!

 Duo Dinner Entrée: Grilled Chicken Breast with Mushroom Cream & 
 Kobe Sirloin with Red Wine Demi  ..................................................#_____

 Chef’s Vegetarian Entrée  .................................................................#_____

 Other (Guests with special dietary needs should contact Emily Lowthian 
from the hotel at (616) 957-0100 at least 1 week prior to arrival to 
discuss their menu options)  ...........................................................#_____

Grand total  = $________
Sponsors (see form on next page)

Sponsors receive varying levels of benefits, including: recognition 
in conference materials, free admission and banquet tickets. For a 
description and to take advantage of those benefits, please see the 
SPONSOR REGISTRATION FORM which follows.

Register One of Two Ways

Online: at http://e.michbar.org to pay by debit/credit card

Mail your check and completed registration form to:

State Bar of Michigan, Attn: Seminar Registration
306 Townsend Street, Lansing, MI 48933

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: September 16, 2016
Limited on-site registration. (Payable by check only, no cash.)

http://e.michbar.org
http://e.michbar.org
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx
https://e.michbar.org/eCommerce/login/emailreset.aspx
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

SPONSORSHIP FORM

Primary Sponsor Contact: ________________________________________

Company Name: ________________________________________________  

Address: ________________________________________________________

City:___________________________________ State: _____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: _________________________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ ________________________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan

Mail your check and completed registration form to:

 State Bar of Michigan
 Attn: Seminar Registration
 306 Townsend Street
 Lansing, MI 48933

Conference Sponsorship Levels 

(All sponsors will receive acknowledgement during the annual Awards 
Banquet, plus written recognition in the conference manual and on a poster 
board in the main conference room)

 Bronze Sponsor ..............................................................$100

  Silver Sponsor ............................................................$250
• One Complimentary Admission to Conference 

     Name:   _______________________________________________               

     P # (if applicable): ______________________________________

 Gold Sponsor  ..............................................................$500
• One Complimentary Admission to Conference 

     Name:   _______________________________________________               

     P # (if applicable): ______________________________________

• Two Complimentary Admissions to Awards Banquet

(1) Name: _____________________________________________

     P # (if applicable): __________________________________

(2) Name: _____________________________________________

     P # (if applicable): __________________________________

Banquet Entrée Selections: 
 Chicken/Steak Duo #_____  
 Vegetarian Entrée #_____
 Other # _____ **

 
 Platinum Sponsor  ................................................... $1,000

• Three Complimentary Admissions to Conference 
(1) Name:   _____________________________________________                   

     P # (if applicable): ____________________________________

(2) Name:   _____________________________________________                   

     P # (if applicable): ____________________________________

(3) Name:   _____________________________________________                   

     P # (if applicable): ____________________________________
• Two Complimentary Admissions to Awards Banquet

(1) Name: _____________________________________________

     P # (if applicable): __________________________________

(2) Name: _____________________________________________

     P # (if applicable): __________________________________

Banquet Entrée Selections: 
 Chicken/Steak Duo #_____  
 Vegetarian Entrée #_____
 Other # _____ **

** Guests with special dietary needs should contact Emily Lowthian from the 
hotel at (616) 957-0100 at least 1 week prior to arrival to discuss their menu 
options.

Payment and Logo/Artwork Due Dates

Submit payment with this completed form to the SBM by 3:00 PM on 

Friday, September 9, 2016.  

To ensure proper recognition in written materials, e-mail your logo 

or artwork by Friday, September 9, 2016 to Robert E. Lee Wright at 

bob@thepeacetalks.com.

2016 Annual Meeting & Conference
September 23-24, 2016  Double Tree Hilton Hotel, 4747 28th St SE, Grand Rapids

Sponsorship Registration Deadline September 9, 2016

Questions

For additional sponsorships information, please contact:

William Gilbride Jr. at 313.566.2500 or wdgilbride@abbottnicholson.com 
or         
Lee Hornberger at 231.941.0746 or leehornberger@leehornberger.com. 

Sponsorship fees are non-refundable.
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STEVE BARNEY 
JAY HARDIN 

DAVID M. LICK 

STEVE BARNEY 

Thanks to our sponsors for their generous support! 

               
                 PETOSKEY                           GRAYLING                          TRAVERSE CITY           TRAVERSE CITY 

         
           WILLIAM GILBRIDE, JR.                 CHARLES B. JUDSON              PETER B. KUPELIAN 

     

                         

                                  
                   WILLIAM LOUIS WEBER                        JOHN RACINE 

                

                        
                                                                 MARTIN C. WEISMAN 

                         

 
ROBERT E. LEE 

WRIGHT 

Thanks again to the sponsors of last year's Annual Meeting!
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The
ADR
Quarterly

State Bar of Michigan
306 Townsend St.
Lansing, MI 48933

The ADR Quarterly is published by the ADR Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan. The views expressed by contributing authors do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the ADR Section Council. The ADR Quarterly seeks to 
explore various viewpoints in the developing field of dispute resolution.
For comments, contributions or letters, please contact:  

Lee Hornberger - leehornberger@leehornberger.com - 231-941-0746 
Joseph C. Basta - jcbasta@yahoo.com - 313-378-8625 
Sheldon Stark - shel@starkmediator.com - 734-417-0287 
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter

mailto:leehornberger%40leehornberger.com?subject=
mailto:jcbasta%40yahoo.com?subject=
mailto:shel%40starkmediator.com?subject=
http://connect.michbar.org/adr/newsletter
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